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The Premise
There is a technological tsunami approaching our planetary shores
composed of the following:
• Artificial Intelligence (AI)
• Augmented Reality (AR)
• Virtual Reality (VR)
• Robotics (both virtual and physical)
• Genetic Engineering
• Nanotechnology
• Wireless

Result
They're converging, creating what I call a "non-private" world,
rendering increasingly useless our old ideas of identity, data, and
consent

Rate of Change
• Pat Scannell, a noted technology futurist, sent me a deck of some of
his work, containing a slide which captured my attention about the
pace of change

How Fast Will Disruption Happen?
Technology Change =
Moore’s Law * Metcalfe’s Law (network effects) *
Nathan's Laws (software evolutions) * Bell's Law
(computer architectures) * 'Fuller's Law' (the knowledge
doubling curve)
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Summarized in Words..
“Think about it: The pace of change has never been this fast, yet it
will never be this slow again”
- Justin Trudeau, Davos, 2019

Unprecedented Change
Shoshana Zuboff, recently released a new book “The Age of
Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a Human Future at the New
Frontier of Power”
“One explanation for surveillance capitalism’s many triumphs floats
above them all: it is unprecedented. The unprecedented is necessarily
unrecognizable. When we encounter something unprecedented, we
automatically interpret it through the lenses of familiar categories,
thereby rendering invisible precisely that which is unprecedented.”

House Fire
• Shosanna then goes on to give a personal example
• Her house was struck by lightening causing a fire
• She rushed around closing doors to rooms to prevent smoke damage
and also picked up photos
• As she exited the house, she watched the entire house burn down
• “I was blind to conditions that were unprecedented in my
experience”

That’s Why I Selected This Picture
The analogy is it's us, holding
up our old school IAM &
enterprise security systems as
our umbrella. Meanwhile, all
around us, the technological
tsunami wave is rapidly
approaching
It’s unprecedented, just like
Shoshana’s fire was to her

From the Bedroom to the Boardroom
• Three examples:

• Bedroom
• Walking down a street
• Boardroom

Bedroom
• Jane Doe wants to enter a virtual sex environment to have sex
• Her partner(s):
• Might be virtual selves of other people or, it may be AI generated
• The partners might be anywhere on the planet
• The VR system might be anywhere on the planet

• Jane’s going to use technology which can provide tactile stimulation and
smell, as well as obtaining biometric/behavioral measurements, each
second
• Her experience will be customized for her
• There may or may not be “replay” ability for Jane to go back and
experience it exactly again
• This is documented in the paper “Virtual Sex – Identity, Data and Consent”

Challenges
• How does the system:

• Prove she’s of age?
• Restrict her participating if she’s having sex with others where her age isn’t of
consent based on the jurisdiction she’s in?
• Obtain her informed consent?
• Restrict her from sharing the technology with others who might not be of age of
consent
• Protect her in the environment?
• Show her who’s human and who’s a bot?

• How will Jane lay civil or criminal charges against anything bad happening
to her?
• Note: The current success rate for cybercrime prosecutions is 5%!
• Why? Mostly due to different jurisdictions

Walking Down a Street
• Jane Doe is walking down a street wearing AR glasses/lenses and smart
wearables clothing
• In the not too distant future, the street has thousands of miniature
cameras in storefronts, cars and other people walking down the street
towards Jane
• People and enterprises will be able to instantly determine Jane’s emotions
as well as calibrate this to the last and/or all the other times they
encountered Jane
• She will be identified by her gait, mannerisms, biometrics, etc.
• The technologies are documented in the paper “I Know Who You Are &
What You’re Feeling – Achieving Privacy in a Non-Private World” and
“Privacy Gone – AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Personal Data”

Challenges
• How does Jane choose to act privately in a non-private world?
• How can she choose to automatically agree with releasing her
identity and data to others?
• How does Jane control her identity?
• How do enterprises use her identity and behavioral/biometric data to
serve her exactly to her needs?
• How does Jane manage all the hundreds and thousands of consents
she’s going to give?
• How are legal minors identity and data protected?

Boardroom
• Jane is negotiating a major contract on behalf of her company with
another supplier/partner
• She will be using AR glasses/lenses as well as technology in the
boardroom to determine if the other party is lying, etc.
• As the technology improves, Jane will be trying to predict the
negotiating party’s person behavior
• The other party may be using the same technology on Jane

Challenges
• How does Jane and her company deal with the rapidly changing
technology which can give others levers over them?
• Does Jane and her company notify the others they are using the
technology or not?
• The technology can easily be used outside the boardroom in almost
all aspects of an enterprise’s business
• Given this, it will affect how employees deal with each other,
customers, suppliers, etc.
• The technology can also be used to predict behavior and thus also be
linked to security systems
• What policies does an enterprise need to deal with this?

Robotics are Here…
• This is also part of the tsunami technological wave
• It’s currently just beginning to explode into the marketplace
• In the paper “Technological Tsunami & Future of IAM” I lay out some
legal sample use cases

Robots Walking Down Streets
• A robot is moving down a street. A person walks into it, falls and claims the robot
is to blame, wanting to sue the robot owner
• The link is to a 2018 article with videos of robots like this

• A relative of mine works for San Francisco based company where they are
currently piloting robots to deliver things to customers

Pharmacy Robots
• A robot in a pharmacy fills out a medication order for a person. The
person becomes ill after taking the medication and sues the
pharmacy claiming the robot made a mistake in the prescription
• Over the last two years, in Dubai, several automated pharmacies have
been created, able to store 35,000 medicines and dispense up to 9
prescriptions a minute

Restaurant Robots
• A robot is serving food in a restaurant and spills some hot soup over a
person. The person wants to lay civil charges against the restaurant
• The photo below is from a CBC news item for kids on robot
restaurants in China

Virtual Robots
• If you use Siri, Alexa or Google Assistant, you’re dealing with the early
forms of AI generated virtual robots
• Then there’s AI personal assistants like Oben

• They can be created, almost instantly, are already “smarter” than us and
are being designed to do things on our behalf
• So consider the not so distant future…

Legal Implications…
• A virtual robot, acting on Jane Doe’s behalf withdraws money on
behalf of its owner. The robot disappears. It was masquerading as
another robot. The bank claims it authenticated the robot and isn’t
liable for the robot masquerading as another. The person sues the
bank

Identification/Authorization…
• Robotic Identification
• How does an enterprise identify physical and virtual robots it either owns,
interacts with, or serves its customers?
• Robotic Authentication
• How are robots authenticated?
• Robotic Authorization
• How is the robot authorized to act on a person’s behalf?
• Robotic Movements
• How can an enterprise or robotic owner claim where their robots are at each
point in time?
• Robotic Ownership
• In the not too distant future, robots, both virtual and physical, will likely be
leased to others, or do contract work on our behalf

The Not So Distant Future
Imagine a world where there are tens of millions of physical robots
and hundreds of millions or more of virtual ones. They'll create
challenges a whole new aspect of IAM and law should address.

Cloning
• We’ve come a long ways from Dolly the sheep, the first mammal
cloned in 1996
• Fast forward to today in China, where Boyalife currently clones
100,000 cows a year working towards 1 million. In 2015, their CEO
publicly stated they could clone humans but weren’t
• This results in us having to begin to rethink our civil registration
systems around the planet
• Which I’ll come to in a few more slides

Danger of Digitization
• As we madly digitize our business processes and data, we rely upon
“the cloud” to ensure it’s always available
• Last year, while writing papers suggesting use of Blockchain/Sovrin for
digital identities, I asked myself this dumb question. “What would
stop all of this from working?”
• Answer – 1859 “Carrington Event”
• A sun geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) created an electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) that severely affected telegraph systems in both
hemispheres

Chance & Effects of Recurrence?
• 1 in 8 THIS DECADE
• Effects?
• US Gov’t studies indicate up to 90% of the population will die postevent
• EMP would burn out many transformers. There is a limited number
of manufacturers globally and it takes time to make them
• Thus, we would be literally back in the dark ages with few nondigitized systems set up to sustain us
• A sun GMD may or may not affect data centres

HEMP Events
• In the 1960’s the US gov’t experimented with high altitude nuclear
explosions in the South Pacific
• They found it affected portions of the electrical grid in Hawaii

• The Russians soon learnt the same
• A high altitude nuclear explosion generates a high altitude
electromagnetic pulse (HEMP)
• It’s different than a GMD EMP one in that it contains an additional
energy wave
• It will affect data centres internally

Good & Bad News
• Good news – the technology exists to mitigate the risk
• Bad news – Most countries around the world don’t have a plan
addressing this. Why?
• It costs LOTS of money and few people are asking for it
• In the US, there’s a lobbying group, Secure The Grid, which has finally
got the Whitehouse to create an Executive Order on Coordinating
National Resilience to Electromagnetic Pulses"
• The rest of the planet? Mostly has no plan
• The paper “When Our Legal Identity Trust Goes “Poof!” lays out
practical recommendations

100,000 Foot Level Solution Framework
• New laws:
• Identity
• Data
• Consent

Identity - Rethink Civil Registration
• Biometrically tied identity to the civil registration at birth
• Full legal digital identity issued at birth
• Anonymous digital legal identity at birth indicating it’s a human and under age of
consent
• At age of consent, being given control of their digital legal identity
• Also, have ability to digitally sign documents legally
• At death, using biometrics, if available, to confirm the identity
• Ability for parents, legal guardians or people with power of attorney to delegate
identity of their children, custody person, etc. with their consent
• Robots too have legal identities
• Read the paper “Why The New Age Requires Rethinking Civil Registration
Systems” for more details

Personal IAM System
• In order to live privately in a non-private world requires the ability of
a person to broadcast, as they walk down a street, into a house,
school, bedroom or boardroom their desire to have privacy to
differing degrees
• i.e. I’m acting anonymously through to here’s my identity and full consent to
release my data

• This requires a new personal IAM system
• Read the paper “Legal Privacy Framework for the Tsunami Age” for
my thoughts on this

Robotic Legal Identities
• Bots, i.e. physical and virtual robots as well as AI/Machines will
require the ability to have legal identities
• It’s complicated, complex and requires a global solution, managed
with each jurisdiction
• Read the papers:
• ”Legally Identifying Robots (Robot Identification)”
• “Rapidly Scaling Robot Identification”

Data & Consent
Data:
• Citizens own and control data about them, including behavioral/biometrics
• Create globally agreed upon zones of trust
• All data shared must be with the citizens consent
Consent:
• Different assurance levels for different levels of trust re consent
• Laws protecting consent and central consent managed services
• Informed consent depending on risk
Read the papers “Privacy Gone – AI, AR, VR, Robotics and Personal Data” and
“Consent Principles in the New Age – Including Sex” for more information

Enforcement
• Same laws in all jurisdiction
• Ability to prosecute across jurisdiction
• Citizens assured their identity, data and consent can be protected
regardless of the jurisdiction they’re in from others who are in other
jurisdictions

Am I Smoking Dope?
• When I discuss the need for new global laws, many roll their eyes
thinking “Guy, what are you smoking? Don’t you realize how the real
world works? There’s no way it can happen today!”
• They’re right
• However, today is different than tomorrow
• Three reasons I’m confident the moment for change is fast
approaching

Hockey Stick Pace of Change Curve
• Globally speaking, it means tomorrow is definitely not going to be like
today
• The technology change will exacerbate business, social, cognitive and
political change, showing us our old nation state ways no longer work

Climate Change
This recent picture from the Guardian shows our planet’s climate is
rapidly changing

• It requires a coordinated global response with laws enforcing it, in
effect driving the planet together

Job Automation
• The rise of AI and robotics means, over the next years, increasing
amounts of people will lose their jobs with none to replace it
• As the numbers increase, it too will create a global need to change
the way we live, work and play

Chances of All of This Happening?
• I’m a pragmatic person, always telling my clients to crawl, walk then run
• I therefore wrote a paper “Technological Tsunami & Future of IAM”, in
which I assume all of the above, won’t happen anytime soon
• It provides practical recommendations to enterprises of how to deal with
the incoming tsunami wave
• I’m offering global consulting services to boards and C-suites to educate
them
• On the other side, today, in Brussels, Mei Lin Fung is making a presentation
to EU parliament about funding the above in places like Africa and Asia

It’s Unprecedented

• The papers referenced in this presentation
can be found at
https://www.hvl.net/papers.htm

• The technological
tsunami wave is
creating
unprecedented change
• The rate of change is
increasing
• Our old IAM and
enterprise security
systems will become
increasingly useless

Thanks!
• Questions?
• Come find me during
the conference!
• I’m happy to chat!
• Email: guy@hvl.net
• LinkedIn:
https://ca.linkedin.com
/in/ghuntington

Appendix Slides

Digital & Physical Identities
An analogy

Digital Identity is Like Clothes
• We can put on many different clothes and present ourselves online, AR, VR,
as different personas depending on the digital identity we’re using

Persona 1

Persona 2

Persona 3

However, Underneath the Clothes is a Human
• Unlike the clothes, it doesn’t change biometrically e.g. fingerprints or
iris scan

Sometimes, Clothes Get Worn Out or Are Stolen
• We usually replace the clothes with others
• Thus, legal digital identities need to be revocable and re-issued

Revoke
Persona 1

Reissue
Persona 1

Clothes You’re Wearing Might be a Costume
Allowing You to Masquerade as Another
• We might examine the costume more clearly, i.e. by using stronger
authentication

Persona 1

Sometimes Clothes are Shared
• Legal digital identities need to have the ability to delegate
• e.g. a parent delegating a child’s identity to a school, or a power of
attorney

As Risk Rises, We Need to See the Real Person
Underneath the Clothes
• The physical identity needs to be verified against the new age civil
registration system using fingerprints and iris scan

John Doe

This Applies to Bots Who are Masquerading as
Humans, Wearing Digital Clothes
• They too require legal identification

John Doe

Bot Doe

Solution – A New Age Civil Registration System

New Age Civil Registration System Properties
• Humans:

• Registration tied to humans via fingerprint and iris
• Issued complete digital legal birth certificate
• Also issued digital legal anonymous identification stating they’re human and
above/below age of consent
• Digital identification must be delegable with a legal trail of consent

• Bots:

• Registration tied to them via “Bot Identification Unit” (BIU) embedded in their
code
• Issued bot legal digital identification identifying them as a bot

